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Covid still with us and risks haven’t gone- numbers creeping up again in Europe



Some context: Covid has left an unbalanced economy: As the pandemic hit massive support 
came to the rescue :Discretionary fiscal expansion in response to COVID-19 in G7 economies-
UK one of the largest- behind bounceback -and huge injection of liquidity by central banks helped 



Private debt also up and inflationary clouds were gathering before the war in Ukraine 
as world was recovering from Covid- central bank balance sheets rose sharply



World growth was being downgraded even before the Russian invasion of Ukraine 
due to inflation, staff shortages and supply chain concerns



Global slowdown confirmed-Source: World Bank, Sept



And by more since the war started- Not surprising given dependence on Russia: 
World Bank- June 2022





World slowing down since- < 50=contraction



WTO trade barometer- stagnating global trade growth



OECD ,September 2022, growth pessimism- UK stagnant



Path of future volume of world merchandise trade, unclear- 2015Q1-2023Q4, WTO 
scenarios- WTO expects trade growth of just 1% in 2023 and the IMF expects global 
output to shrink by $4 trillion between now and 2026.





In Q2 2022, GDP in the UK rose by 0.2% compared with the previous quarter 
(Q1 2022), following growth of 0.8% in Q1. US GDP fell by 0.1% in Q2 2022. 

In the Eurozone, GDP growth was 0.8% in Q2 2022 and 1,.8% up on pre-Covid.



UK Composite PMI on downward trends since  >50=contraction 
and business confidence falling and insolvencies on the up 





It isn’t of course just a UK phenomenon



Consumer Confidence collapsing despite electricity price freeze



And in case we think we are out of step..



Were central banks asleep at the wheel? Interest rates likely to keep on now rising and 
stay high for a while- August forecasts 



Since then with inflation shooting up BoE raised rates again and then reversed QT 
policy and did more QE to guarantee financial stability



..October forecasts ..



Office for National Statistics- May-July 2022- impact on consumers



Inequality hurting:UK: Monthly pay by percentile, three month 
moving average, y-on-y, %, Source Resolution Foundation



Signs of stress? United Kingdom Consumer 
Credit-£m



Cost of living: what have Britons had to cut back on?- You Gov



Will we have electricity cutbacks this winter 



Though gas prices in the EU halved since late August peak..Source Trading Economics



Inflation in the UK hit by a weaker pound- Source-xe.com



Sovereign credit risk downgrades for the UK..



But some good news:

Unemployment at 3.6% still low- though vacancies are beginning to fall and 

recruitment intentions slowing down and redundancy rates up in summer quarter

Gas prices in Europe halved since late August

Supply chain issues eased, freight rates halved in recent months, international food 

prices down, IMF more sanguine that wage price spiral could be avoided 

However uncertainty still with us- war continues, cost of living crisis real, interest 

rates on the up, sterling under pressure, businesses need more support  and 

government policies in the UK under increasing scrutiny

Improving growth performance essential but Mini Budget tax cuts on 
top of energy price freeze borrowing costs unnerved the markets


